Clarendon Sector Plan Update- Virtual LRPC Meeting #1
November 19, 2020
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Meeting Agenda
1.

Welcome & Introductions

2.

Opening Remarks, Virtual Meeting Instructions

3.

Staff Presentation
1.

Overview of Study, Process & Timeline

2.

Highlights from Oct 29 Engagement Session

3.

Online Survey Results

4.

Staff Responses

4.

LRPC Discussion/ Comments

5.

Wrap-up & Next Steps
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Clarendon Sector Plan Update- Overview
Objective: Consider focused updates to detailed policy guidance in the
2006 Sector Plan
• Refinements to detailed recommendations for sites within the study area
• Evaluate how conditions and assumptions have evolved since 2006,
including public facility and park needs
• Evaluate current and future service needs for public safety and public
spaces
• Not revisiting vision statement, overarching goals, or framework elements
• Opportunity to review planning issues holistically, prior to project-specific
review processes (SPRC, PFRC, Park Master Plans)

Plan elements to be evaluated:

• Land uses for private redevelopment (i.e. designation/parameters of "prime
office sites")
• Building height and form
• Transportation (new street locations and street dimensions/design)
• New fire station to replace Fire Station 4
• Public open spaces
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Clarendon Sector Plan Update- Engagement
• Primary public review group: Long Range
Planning Committee (LRPC)
• Expanded participation from civic
association, commission, and
development team representatives
(LRPC+)
• Community members invited to provide
input through online engagement tools
(pre-recorded staff presentations with
discussion questions)
• Virtual LRPC+ meetings will allow for real
time discussion of topics covered in prior
online engagement sessions
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Clarendon Sector Plan Update- Study Area
CLARENDON
METRO

GMU

Sites

1. St. Charles Catholic Church
2. 3200 Wilson Blvd. Block
3. Silver Diner Assemblage

4. Joyce Motors Assemblage
5. Wells Fargo/Verizon Site Assemblage
6. County Site
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Clarendon Sector Plan Update- Schedule
2020

Sept 29

Oct 29

Nov 19

Online
Engagement
#1

Kick-off
Recorded Staff Presentation

Recorded Staff Presentation

•
•

•
•

Sector Plan Overview
Sector Plan Update Scope
and Process

Agenda Topics
From Online
Engagement
#1

Fire Station 4
Public Parks & Open
Space

•
•

Building Height &
Form
Public Parks &
Open Space
(continued)

Recorded Staff Presentation
•
•
•

2021 Q1
Recorded Staff
Presentation

Online
Engagement
#2

Virtual
LRPC #1

Virtual Walking Tour

Online
Engagement
#3

Dec

Overview of Private
Development Proposals
3-D Modeling (Sector Plan
Scenarios & Development
Proposals)
New Street Locations &
Dimensions/Design

Q2
Virtual
LRPC
#2
Agenda Topics
From Online
Engagement
#s
2&3

All dates are subject to change

Online
Engagement
#5

Online
Engagement
#4
Recorded Staff
Presentation

Recorded Staff
Presentation

•
•

•

Land Use Mix
Transportation
Analysis

•

Draft Tools
(Revised Planning
Guidance,
Policies, Maps)
Revised 3D
Modeling
Scenarios

Q3
Virtual
LRPC
#3
Agenda Topics
From Online
Engagement
#s
4&5

Commission Review #1 &
County Board RTA
•
•

Sector Plan Update
Report
Zoning Amendments

Commission Review #2 &
County Board Action
•
•

Sector Plan Update
Report
Zoning Amendments
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Clarendon Sector Plan Update:
Highlights from October 29th Engagement
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October Engagement Summary
Fire Station 4
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire response data
Current station conditions
Prior planning work
Sector plan guidance
Siting & program considerations
Siting approaches

Parks & Open Space Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

PSMP guidance, including Level of Service
Sector plan guidance
Fairfax Drive opportunities & constraints
Scale diagrams & precedent images
Discussion questions
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October Engagement Summary- Fire Station 4
• Sector Plan introduces concept of new public
park on County and Verizon properties on
10th Street N.
• Park implementation requires
demolition/relocation of four buildings:
– County Facilities: Fire Station 4, Fire
Prevention Office, Clarendon House
(relocated in 2015)
– Plan does not specify new locations
– Verizon switching station on N. Irving
Street (privately owned)
• Sector Plan also leaves open possibility of
redeveloping County site, co-locating public
facilities with housing
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October Engagement Summary- Fire Station 4
1.

2.

Rebuild on current site
– Would preclude Sector Plan’s vision for
new 10th Street Park
– Temporary fire station swing space
during construction
– Sector plan recommended heights for
site (75-110’) provide opportunity for
mixed-use development

3.

• Fire Station 10 partnership in West Rosslyn leveraged County
land
• Ability to achieve higher densities in Rosslyn than in
Clarendon
• Ground floor requirements for limit square footage for retail,
lobbies, amenities
• Increase construction costs and complexity associated with
fire program

Other County-owned sites – do not meet
size requirements
–

Triangle Park and DPR maintenance
facility (10th and Fairfax)

–

West End Plaza (east end of Fairfax
Drive)

–

Washington/13th site (recent acquisition
from Clarendon West Site Plan)

Partnership in lower floors of private redevelopment
– 4 site plan applications pending or anticipated
within site radius
– Development teams declined County’s requests to
partner on a private site

4.

Land acquisition
– Limited opportunities for underutilized sites that
meet operational needs
– High land costs in R-B Corridor
– No funding currently available, COVID-19 recession
uncertainty for future funding
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October Engagement Summary- Parks & Open Space
2019 Public Spaces Master Plan
Priority Action 2, 1.1.2. Secure or expand the public
spaces envisioned by sector, corridor and other plans
adopted by the County Board — including the
Clarendon Sector Plan

2006 Sector Plan- 10th Street Park
•
•

Developed in phases
Ultimate goal is rectangular space of approx. 50,000 sq. ft.

Sector Plan
West End Plaza- Mix of hardscape and landscaped areas to
support gatherings and market-type activities
Fairfax Drive
• Extend open space along Fairfax Drive right-of-way and
widen streetscape for additional landscaping and possible
market uses
• Design space as dynamic, pedestrian oriented, curb-free
environment to support multiple uses throughout the year
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October Engagement Summary- Parks & Open Space
• Presented opportunities for
public spaces on private &
public sites
• Discussed opportunities &
constraints for Fairfax Drive
• Provided scale comparisons to
nearby public spaces
• Provided precedent images of
linear parks
• Provide discussion questions for
online feedback of options
presented
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Clarendon Sector Plan Update:
Survey Results (October 29- November 9)
121 Responses
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Survey Results
What is your connection or interest in this study?
Live Nearby

88

Visit for Retail/Recreation

62

Commission/Org Member (Non-LRPC)

16

Work Nearby

15

Attend Church Nearby

9

LRPC Member

8

Other

4

Own a Business Nearby
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Survey Results
What is your zip code?
Of the respondents, the
greatest number were
from:
• 22201
• 22207
• 22203
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Survey Questions
Fire Station 4

Parks & Open Space Opportunities

1. Are there other factors or approaches that
should be considered in siting Fire Station 4
(see slides 15-18)? (provide a brief
response)
2. Do you agree with staff’s preliminary
conclusion on rebuilding Fire Station 4 at
the current 10th Street site?
3. If the County rebuilds Fire Station 4 on-site,
would you support the County partnering
with a developer to provide additional uses
above the fire station?
4. Please provide a brief explanation for your
responses to questions 2 and 3.

1. Are there other public space uses or
opportunities in Clarendon that were not
addressed in this presentation? (provide a
brief response)
2. How would you rank the public space
opportunities presented?
3. Are there other opportunities or challenges
for Fairfax Drive beyond those presented by
staff? (provide a brief response)
4. Do you support the idea of repurposing
Fairfax Drive to create a larger linear park
5. If you don’t support the idea of repurposing
some or all of Fairfax Drive, what concerns
you most about the concept?
6. If you do support the idea of repurposing
some or all of Fairfax Drive, what do you like
most about the concept?
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Survey Results
Fire Station 4
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Survey Results
Do you agree with staff’s preliminary conclusion on rebuilding Fire
Station 4 at the current 10th Street site?
N = 84 Respondents

2%

73% Agree or somewhat agree

44%

29%

24%
1%

0%

10%
Agree

20%

30%

Somewhat Agree

40%

50%

60%

Neutral or Not Sure

70%

80%

Somewhat Disagree

90%

100%

Disagree
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Survey Results
If the County rebuilds Fire Station 4 on-site, would you support the County
partnering with a developer to provide additional uses above the fire station?
N = 87 Respondents
76% Support or partially support

54%

0%

10%
Support

20%

30%

Partially Support

22%

40%

50%

Neutral or Not Sure

60%

16%

70%

80%

Partially Do Not Support

3%
5%

90%

100%

Do Not Support
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Survey Results: Common Themes
Are there other factors or approaches that should be considered in siting Fire
Station 4?
•
•
•
•
•

Agreement with approaches and considerations in the presentation
Want more information on alternative sites for land acquisition
Account for future population growth and traffic impacts on response times
Can the size and number of public safety vehicles be reevaluated?
Design of new station should be conscious of costs
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Survey Results: Common Themes
Additional comments on rebuilding Fire Station 4 on its current site and possible
co-location of other uses:
• Support for rebuilding station on-site
• Strong support for co-locating uses
– Housing/affordable housing
– Public or community uses
• Support for maximizing allowable height and density on the County’s site
• Some support for increasing planned density and building height to incentivize a
private partnership like Fire Station 10
• Some concern about noise impacts from fire station
• Provide some green space on the site if redeveloped
• Co-location should not impact Fire Department operations
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Survey Results: Additional Comments
“I wish there were a way to
clear the Verizon site to open
up more green space”

“Does having more
persons working from
homes increase fire risk?”

“I would like to know more about
why approach #2 (other Countyowned sites) can't work.”

“Arlington should avoid land
acquisition to avoid
unnecessary additional costs.”

“Instead of housing above the fire
station consider building a public
parking garage to make up for the
loss of parking on Fairfax Drive.”

“The inability to accommodate
modern fire station standards
is extremely vague.”

“Some type of natural design, with
biophilic features, perhaps a courtyard
or plaza that firefighters and possibly
the public, can relax in would be
considered for the site.”
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Survey Results
Park & Open Space Opportunities
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Survey Results
70

How would you rank the public space opportunities presented?
(1 = most important priority; 5 = least important priority)
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Survey Results
Do you support the idea of repurposing Fairfax Drive to create a larger linear park?
N = 117 Respondents
56% Patially support

3%
32%
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Survey Results
What concerns you most about the Fairfax Drive concept?
Closing Fairfax Drive to vehicular traffic
74
Loss of public parking
19
Potential conflicts with service access to adjacent businesses
15
Other, please specify
12
Potential impacts to nearby businesses
9
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Survey Results: Common Themes
What do you like most about the Fairfax Drive concept?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing better connectivity between Clarendon and Va. Square
More green space and tree canopy
Central gathering space for Clarendon
Reclaiming private vehicle space for public space
Less traffic
More walkable, pedestrian/cyclist environment

Challenges for implementing a linear park on Fairfax Drive
• Maintain bicycle connection
• Provide public parking nearby
• Access to businesses
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Survey Results: Additional Comments
Are there other public space uses or opportunities in Clarendon that
were not addressed in this presentation?
“Could more of the existing
Irving Street right-of-way be
re-purposed for park space?”

“Consider more opportunities
on private development sites”

“Have future developers contribute
$ to provide additional entry to
metro station if physically
possible.”

“Possibly a public parking lot
given the shortage of parking
in the Clarendon area.”

“Possibly leave some area for a
small public open space or
recreation area south of the
Verizon switching station. “
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Survey Results
Staff Responses
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Fire Station 4- Staff Responses
“The inability to accommodate
modern fire station standards
is extremely vague.”
• Quick flow from dormitory and office
areas to apparatus floor for quick
turnout times.
• Drive through vehicle bays to improve
safety by reducing backing into the
station movements.
• Isolating dirty or contaminated areas
from clean dormitory, office, and
kitchen areas to prevent spread of
carcinogens
• Energy efficient building systems and
designs.
• New program design elements such as
privacy, fitness, wellness, and
community space.

“Wouldn't noise above a fire
station would be an issue?”

• The siren noise is present for all
occupancies surrounding and above
stations in dense and vertical
environments.
• Several stations are developed with
housing above such as Station 110 in
Rosslyn and Station 209 in Potomac
Yards (Alexandria). Noise has not been a
major issue.
• Only two noise complaints during the
last two years.
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Fire Station 4- Staff Responses
Current Station 4 location - travel times with green as two minute and
yellow as four minute boundaries

“For the land acquisition approach,
although the cost might be high,
are there other locations in the R-B
corridor available?”
•
•

•

Current location provides uniform
two minute travel times (green) in
corridor
Station movement should not
increase modelled travel times more
than 60 seconds (purple polygon on
map).
Station needs to be located on an
arterial street

1-min travel time
2-min travel time
4-min travel time
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Fire Station 4- Staff Responses
Example East Station 4 location - travel times with green as two minute
and yellow as four minute boundaries

“For the land acquisition approach,
although the cost might be high,
are there other locations in the R-B
corridor available?”
•
•

•

East location opens a gap with
greater than two minute travel times
(yellow).
Station movement should not
increase modelled travel times more
than 60 seconds (purple polygon on
map).
Reflex time from incident access
point to upper floors increases.

1-min travel time
2-min travel time
4-min travel time
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Fire Station 4- Staff Responses
Example West Station 4 location - travel times with green as two minute
and yellow as four minute boundaries

“For the land acquisition approach,
although the cost might be high,
are there other locations in the R-B
corridor available?”
•
•

•

West location opens a gap with
greater than two minute travel times
(yellow).
Station movement should not
increase modelled travel times more
than 60 seconds (purple polygon on
map).
Reflex time from incident access
point to upper floors increases.

1-min travel time
2-min travel time
4-min travel time
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Fire Station 4- Staff Responses
“I would like to know more about
why other County-owned sites
can't work.”
M

13,500 SF
10,000 SF

8,100 SF

49,000 SF
12,800 SF

Other County-owned sites
do not meet size
requirements (18,000 SF

ground floor + 50’ deep apron)
– Triangle Park and DPR
maintenance facility
(10th and Fairfax)
– West End Plaza (east
end of Fairfax Drive)
– Washington/13th site
(recent acquisition from
Clarendon West Site
Plan)
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Fire Station 4- Siting & Program Requirements
Site location
• < 1 min. change in travel time to maintain
adequate system response times (within ~4
- 6 blocks of current site)

Operational requirements
• Pull-through apparatus bays
• Minimum 4 bays, 5 preferred
• Front or rear apron (50’ deep, open to sky)

Access to main arterial streets
• Adequate distance from major
intersections
• Turning radii of fire apparatus

Adequate Size/Shape of Site
• 32,000+ sq. ft. total floor area (minimum 18,000
sq. ft. on ground floor)
• 22 parking spaces (surface or structured)

UPDATED HEALTH & SAFETY BEST PRACTICES
Contamination Zones
• Cancer prevention
• Separation of hot (dirty) & cold (clean)
zones
• Required spaces for decontamination &
personal hygiene

Maneuverability
• Walking space between apparatus,
walls & system components
Allocation of Uses
• Respiratory protection room
• PPE storage
• PPE Decontamination
• Kitchen & dining

First Floor Program Area- Approx. 18,000 SF
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Fire Station 4- Conceptual Ground Floor Footprint
• Concept shows development
footprint at ground level for a standalone fire station
• Potential mixed-use development
would require additional ground floor
lobby space, loading/service areas,
and structured parking
Area for potential
ground floor lobby
space if housing is
provided on upper
floors

Lobby entrance, safe haven,
lockers, storage, decontamination
rooms, laundry, restrooms, stairs,
elevators, etc.

NOTE:
• 3-story station
• Stacked program
2nd floor
• Fitness, mechanical,
restrooms, showers,
elevators, stairs, etc.
3rd floor
• Multi-purpose rooms,
offices, restrooms,
storage, bunkers,
dining/kitchen, dayroom,
stairs, elevators, etc.

Ground floor building
footprint (18,000 sf)
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Parks & Open Space- Staff Responses
“Could more of the existing
Irving Street right-of-way be
re-purposed for park space?”
“Consider more
opportunities on
private sites”

• Staff will continue to
explore these
opportunities
further in future
engagements
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Parks & Open Space- Staff Responses
• Further analysis needed on any future park design that could accommodate bicyclists
• Parking and vehicular access to businesses also important
• Future online engagements will revisit these important topics
Existing Conditions
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Parks & Open Space- Staff Responses
Fairfax Drive Existing Photos- Views from Kirkwood Rd.
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LRPC Discussion
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LRPC Discussion Questions
1. While 73% of respondents agree or somewhat agree with rebuilding Fire Station 4 at its
current site, another 24% of respondents were “neutral or not sure” about this approach.
For those who are not sure or do not agree, what are the concerns with rebuilding the fire
station on 10th Street?
2. Based on the survey results, 76% of respondents either “support” or “partially support”
partnering with a developer to provide additional uses above the station. What uses would
be appropriate?
3. Based on the survey results, 56% of respondents “partially support” repurposing Fairfax
Drive as a linear park. What concerns do people have, and what additional components
should be further considered?
4. Based on the survey results, there are concerns about closing Fairfax Drive to vehicular
traffic. What makes this street attractive? Are there concerns about closing the access from
Wilson Boulevard (as envisioned in the Sector Plan), or closing from Kirkwood Rd.?
5. Understanding the opportunities and constraints for Fairfax Drive, are there suggestions for
how to create a multi-modal space that still provides usable green space?
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Clarendon Sector Plan Update- Schedule
2020

Sept 29

Oct 29

Nov 19

Online
Engagement
#1

Kick-off
Recorded Staff Presentation

Recorded Staff Presentation

•
•

•
•

Sector Plan Overview
Sector Plan Update Scope
and Process

Agenda Topics
From Online
Engagement
#1

Fire Station 4
Public Parks & Open
Space

•
•

Building Height &
Form
Public Parks &
Open Space
(continued)

Recorded Staff Presentation
•
•
•

2021 Q1
Recorded Staff
Presentation

Online
Engagement
#2

Virtual
LRPC #1

Virtual Walking Tour

Online
Engagement
#3

Dec

Overview of Private
Development Proposals
3-D Modeling (Sector Plan
Scenarios & Development
Proposals)
New Street Locations &
Dimensions/Design

Q2
Virtual
LRPC
#2
Agenda Topics
From Online
Engagement
#s
2&3

All dates are subject to change

Online
Engagement
#5

Online
Engagement
#4
Recorded Staff
Presentation

Recorded Staff
Presentation

•
•

•

Land Use Mix
Transportation
Analysis

•

Draft Tools
(Revised Planning
Guidance,
Policies, Maps)
Revised 3D
Modeling
Scenarios

Q3
Virtual
LRPC
#3
Agenda Topics
From Online
Engagement
#s
4&5

Commission Review #1 &
County Board RTA
•
•

Sector Plan Update
Report
Zoning Amendments

Commission Review #2 &
County Board Action
•
•

Sector Plan Update
Report
Zoning Amendments
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For More Information:
projects.arlingtonva.us/plans-studies/clarendon-sector-plan-update/
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THANK YOU!
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